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Diane Walsh is a Montreal born journalist, based in the
Pacific North West. At university in British Columbia,
while studying for an MA in policy and practice, her
international political awareness was sharpened as she
began to look closely at environmental and socialdisenfranchisement issues that affect us all, globally.
After graduation, she made frequent use of her time to
travel internationally, and throughout North America, to
further her cultural-studies education and experience and
early journalistic interests. Later, whilst she was working
for government Diane developed a keen focus to giving
voice to those who may suffer silently.
Fluent in English and French, and a child of the 70's, she is
now an accredited journalist and reporter with the Foreign
Press Association, rubbing shoulders with charismatic personalities, well-known in politics and media. Over the
years Diane has reported and written on a range of topics, many of which can now be accessed easily, courtesy of
Google links or through her blog. It’s often been remarked that Diane has a sixth sense for tomorrow’s story and
she’s frequently been on the ‘cutting edge’ of topics destined for the ‘front page’.
As an experienced investigative photo-journalist and political reporter, Diane has also been able to support her
writing and publications with her own media company, Mediageode. With the help of her own small co-writing
staff, she maintains a strong motivation to enhance the positions of independent journalism in today's fast changing
landscape.
Continuing her cross border travels and in-depth reporting, Diane could be found recently in the press scrum at UN
headquarters in New York and even more recently at the UN in Geneva.
Her work has been published worldwide, from North America to Eastern Europe and beyond, and accordingly she’s
been fortunate enough to interview many varied and talented people, including musicians, artists, business moguls,
politicians, and many others often involved in world-changing activities.
In the recent past Diane's work has been featured in --

Vancouver Observer, The Lower Island News (BC), The Prague Post (Czech R.), A & U (NY), Curve (San
Francisco), Outlooks (Calgary), MF (Portland), Straight Goods (Toronto), Socialist Webzine (NY),
Canna-Digest (BC), West FM (Kenya) to name but a few -- and -- of course, Salem-News.
When at home Diane has found a relaxation in painting and her artwork has been exhibited both professionally and
on the web. She loves to spend time with her pets, walking her dog, cycling and always seeking a sunny spot.
Oh and -- she's a prolific tweep. To reach her -- easily, just tweet her!
You can also visit: http://indydianewalsh.wordpress.com

